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Abstract

Issues concerning selective attention provoke new questions about visual segmentation,

and vice-versa. We illustrate this by describing our recent work on grouping under conditions

of inattention, on change blindness for background events and the residual processing of

undetected background changes, on modal versus amodal completion in visual search, and

the differential effects of these two forms of completion on attentional processes, and on

attentional modulation of lateral interactions thought to arise in early visual cortex. Many

of these results indicate that segmentation processes substantially constrain attentional

processes, but the reverse in¯uence is also apparent, suggesting an interactive architecture.

We discuss how the `proto-objects' revealed by studies of segmentation and attention (i.e. the

segmented perceptual units which constrain selectivity) may relate to other object-based

notions in cognitive science, and we wrestle with their relation to phenomenal visual aware-

ness. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The recent literature on so-called `object-based' visual attention represents fertile

new cross-talk between two traditionally separate research ®elds, one concerning

visual segmentation and grouping processes, and the other concerning selective
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attention. We shall not provide an exhaustive summary of research on object-based

visual attention here (for reviews see Driver & Baylis, 1998; Kanwisher & Driver,

1992; Scholl, 2001). Instead, we shall use selected examples from our own recent

work, seeking to illustrate how research on visual segmentation and on selective

attention can be complementary. When the two ®elds are considered together, new

questions arise that neither research tradition would otherwise have considered.

Moreover, methods from the two ®elds can be fruitfully used in combination.

2. Image segmentation

The `objects' with which we will be concerned are segmented perceptual units.

These might more properly be called `proto-objects', since they need not correspond

exactly with conceptual or recognizable objects. Instead, they re¯ect the visual

system's segmentation of current visual input into candidate objects (i.e. grouping

together those parts of the retinal input which are likely to correspond to parts of the

same object in the real world, separately from those which are likely to belong to

other objects). There is a long research tradition on visual segmentation, dating back

to seminal work by the Gestaltists (e.g. Wertheimer, 1923). Image segmentation is

traditionally viewed as a fundamental problem that the visual system must solve

quite early (e.g. Marr, 1982; Nakayama, He, & Shimojo, 1995; Nakayama, Shimojo,

& Silverman, 1989; Neisser, 1967; Rock, 1975), before proceeding to further

processes such as object recognition (although see Peterson, 1994). Rock, Nijhawan,

Palmer, and Tudor (1992, p. 779) state that ªit is widely acknowledged that a

precondition for the perception of the world of objects and events is an early process

of organization in the visual systemº. Thus, a standard idea is that real-world objects

can only be recognized appropriately if fragments of the retinal image are bundled

together appropriately, before matching against long-term memories of known

visual objects. For instance, when faced with an animal partly occluded behind a

tree, the retinal fragments corresponding to the animal should ideally be bundled

together for matching against representations of known objects in long-term

memory, separately from those fragments corresponding to the tree. Trying to

recognize a bundle of features which combined part of the animal with part of the

tree would be unlikely to lead to an appropriate match with a single known object!

From this perspective, appropriate image segmentation seems to be an essential ®rst

step, and so it has traditionally been attributed to quite early visual processes

(although many current accounts refer to it as re¯ecting `mid-level' vision, with

this term implying an intermediate stage between initial description of raw image

statistics, and subsequent matching against a knowledge base).

The starting point for much research on image segmentation was phenomenology,

as in the Gestaltists' many demonstrations of grouping (e.g. Wertheimer, 1923) or

®gure-ground segmentation (e.g. Rubin, 1921). These demonstrations, reproduced

in countless textbooks since, rely entirely on the phenomenology of the observer for

their appeal. For instance, the reader may be asked to inspect an array of dots in

order to con®rm the introspection that subsets of these dots seem to go together (as
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when organized into columns or rows by principles such as proximity or similarity).

Because of the theoretical perspective outlined above (on which image segmentation

is typically considered as an essential ®rst step for the visual system), it has

commonly been assumed that the phenomenology of Gestalt grouping displays

somehow affords a privileged view of quite early visual processes. However, it

should be remembered that since the classic Gestalt demonstrations rely entirely

on phenomenology, they may presumably tap into many stages of vision, or even

re¯ect an end-product. Phenomenology is certainly a useful starting point for much

research into perception, and the phenomenal appearance of visual displays remains

one of the things that researchers must explain (and which we will wrestle with

here). However, phenomenology can be a crude or even inappropriate tool for

addressing some questions, especially those of the sort thrown up by the literature

on selective attention.

3. Selective attention

Just as for image segmentation, there is a long but entirely separate research

tradition on selective attention, our ability to process incoming information selec-

tively. Again phenomenology provides one starting point, as many of the funda-

mental issues about selective attention can be prompted simply by phenomenal

demonstrations that involve two streams of information (traditional examples

include two concurrent spoken messages in audition, or two superimposed pictures

in vision, e.g. Cherry, 1953; Neisser & Becklen, 1975; Rock & Gutman, 1981).

People can simply be asked to con®rm the introspection that they may concentrate

on one or the other of the two streams at will, even when both streams are equally

clear at the ear or eye. Phenomenologically, there is a much richer awareness of the

attended stream. Moreover, objective tests con®rm that there is little or no explicit

knowledge of the unattended stream (e.g. Cherry, 1953; Mack & Rock, 1998;

Neisser & Becklen, 1975; Rock & Gutman, 1981). Several issues are immediately

prompted by the phenomenology of attention in such settings: for instance, on what

basis can we attend to one stream versus the other, and what are the consequences

for the two streams? Such questions have now been addressed with many objective

measures.

Ever since the seminal account of Broadbent (1958), it has been traditional to

contrast two hypothetical stages of perceptual processing, thought to be qualitatively

distinct, for such situations. `Preattentive' processing is traditionally thought to be

automatic, parallel, and to extract relatively simple stimulus properties. This stage

would operate for both streams of input in the examples above, regardless of which

one the person attended at will. This `preattentive' stage by de®nition is traditionally

thought to precede a subsequent `attentive' stage, with the latter by de®nition

depending on the attentional state of the observer. The attentive stage would only

operate for one of the two streams in the examples above, and has been variously

characterized as serial or of limited capacity, and as extracting more complex
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stimulus properties (e.g. Broadbent, 1958; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), although

there have been many subsequent quali®cations of this (e.g. see Pashler, 1998).

Space limits preclude a full consideration of the substantial and complex literature

motivated by this preattentive/attentive dichotomy. Suf®ce to say that while it

remains in¯uential, and has proved a useful heuristic for generating research, the

dichotomy is clearly a gross oversimpli®cation of biological reality. For instance,

recent neuroscience studies of selective attention have shown, both with single-cell

recording in animals (e.g. Desimone & Duncan, 1995) and with functional imaging

in people (e.g. Kastner, Pinsk, De-Weerd, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 1999), that the

attentional state of the observer can modulate many levels of perceptual processing,

rather than kicking in only at one speci®c `attentive' stage, following an initial

`preattentive' stage. It does remain roughly true that later stages of vision can

show greater attentional modulation than earlier stages (e.g. Kastner et al., 1999),

but even primary visual cortex can be modulated to some extent (e.g. Somers, Dale,

Seiffert, & Tootell, 1999). Our own view is that `attention' is best thought of as the

umbrella-term for a general topic, subsuming a host of questions about selective

processing, not as a single explanatory process, which affects just a single stage of

perception. If we occasionally slip into referring to `attention' as if this were a

singular process, then we do so merely for expository convenience.

4. Attention and image segmentation

The kind of questions which an attention researcher might have about visual

segmentation include the following. Does such-and-such a segmentation process

occur `automatically', regardless of the attentional state of an observer? Does it

still proceed if the observer attends elsewhere to perform some other task, of low

or high demand? Can it be strengthened by attending appropriately? Can it be

weakened by attending in a different way? Does it constrain what an observer can

ef®ciently select for judgement from a visual display (e.g. with better performance

when judging two visual attributes if these two attributes are segmented together,

rather than apart)? Does it constrain what an observer can ignore (e.g. are distractors

more distracting when grouped together with a target)? These various questions

differ in their speci®cs, but many relate to whether the visual task that an observer

is currently performing, or is about to perform, can modify how an image gets

segmented (i.e. can attention affect segmentation?). Conversely, many concern

whether image segmentation constrains what can be ef®ciently selected in a parti-

cular visual task (i.e. does segmentation affect attention?).

The Gestaltists tended to view their grouping phenomena as an illustration of the

perceiver imposing a seemingly arbitrary (albeit systematic) organization upon the

stimuli (e.g. Wertheimer, 1923). Nowadays the more typical view of such grouping

demonstrations would be that they re¯ect non-arbitrary properties within the stimuli

(similarity, etc.), which the visual system exploits heuristically because these prop-

erties are likely to re¯ect divisions into distinct objects in the real world. The

attentional questions about segmentation, as outlined above, provide a new frame-
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work for asking whether an observer can, at will, make a contribution to how a given

display will be segmented, or whether instead, the in¯uence works mainly in the

opposite direction, with image segmentation constraining what an observer can

attend at will.

The traditional view from attention research, within the preattentive/attentive

dichotomy, emphasizes the latter direction of in¯uence, with segmentation

processes thought to arise preattentively, to yield `proto-objects' (or feature-

bundles) which may then be attended in turn for further processing (e.g. Driver &

Baylis, 1998; Duncan, 1984; Neisser, 1967; Treisman, 1986). Palmer and Rock

(1994, p. 37) went so far as to suggest that this may be a logical necessity, arguing

that ª¼logic dictates that some amount of visual organization must occur at an early

stage in visual processing and that it must occur preattentively. As Neisser (1967)

and Treisman (1986) have put it, discrete perceptual elements of some sort must be

present to serve as candidates for further element-based processing. Only after such

elements are present can we attend selectively to one or another.º

Note that although somewhat different language is used in this quotation (now

gesturing towards the preattentive/attentive dichotomy), this line of argument

accords with the traditional view within the segmentation literature as described

earlier, on which segmentation is considered an essential ®rst step of organizing the

input into feature-bundles, before further processing of each bundle. Note also that

many questions are begged when using attentional language to convey this general

story. In particular, exactly which kinds of segmentation precede selective proces-

sing (note the `some amount' in the above quotation), and for what kinds of selective

processing, given that rather than modulating vision at just a single discrete stage of

selectivity, attentional factors are now known to modulate visual processing at many

stages (cf. the neuroscience evidence above)?

Despite these uncertainties, some of us have long been sympathetic (e.g. Driver &

Baylis, 1989, 1998) to the general view that some forms of segmentation can

precede attentional selectivity. In part, we sympathize with this because we consider

it to be broadly consistent with the actual phenomenology of Gestalt grouping

displays (see Driver & Baylis, 1998). As explained earlier, the phenomenology of

Gestalt grouping is often naively taken to tap directly into early segmentation

processes, but we suggest that it may re¯ect attentional processes also. Indeed,

the introspection that a subset of dots in a Gestalt display `belongs together' may

arise precisely because when trying to pick out one of these dots, you tend to pick out

also those dots which are grouped with it. In other words, they may seem to `belong

together' precisely because you tend to attend them together. This would ®t the

general story (Driver & Baylis, 1998; Neisser, 1967) that initial grouping processes

constrain the perceptual units that can be attended. Thus, it may be hard to attend

separate groups at the same time, and also hard to attend a single element within a

group, without also selecting the other elements that are grouped with it. Much

evidence from objective performance measures (see Driver & Baylis, 1998, for

review) now supports this general account, in addition to it being broadly consistent

with the phenomenology of grouping displays.

On the above perspective, phenomenology may reveal some useful facts about
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attentional issues, not merely about segmentation processes. Nevertheless, it is

virtually impossible to address some of the more speci®c `attentional' issues

about segmentation that we raised above, using phenomenology alone. In particular,

it is extremely awkward to assess whether a particular segmentation process still

takes place when the observer does not wish it to do so, using mere phenomenology.

The problem here is similar to that induced by asking someone not to think about

spotted pink elephants! Asking people to introspect about whether a particular

grouping phenomenon still arises, when they attend elsewhere, runs into the obvious

problem that merely asking about the grouping phenomenon is likely to induce

attention to the associated stimuli. This is a familiar methodological problem in

the selective attention literature (i.e. how to measure unattended processing without

turning it into attended processing) and many standard solutions have been devel-

oped (e.g. see Driver, in press; Pashler, 1998, for reviews), as described later.

However, these have only recently been applied to attentional issues concerning

segmentation processes.

The late Irvin Rock was one of the ®rst researchers to note explicitly that the way

a visual display gets segmented may depend on the question asked of an observer,

and thus on what they `attend' in this sense (e.g. Rock, 1975, 1983). He realized that

the very act of asking observers to con®rm an introspection (e.g. that certain arrays

of dots appear to group into rows or columns, as in the standard Gestalt demonstra-

tions) may well change how particular visual stimuli are processed. Together with

Arian Mack and their collaborators, he developed a seemingly straightforward

method of measuring whether traditional Gestalt grouping still takes place under

conditions of true `inattention'. In other words, under conditions where the observer

has no speci®c intention with respect to the grouping display, being engaged with a

different demanding visual task instead, which involves a completely separate visual

stimulus at another location (e.g. Mack & Rock, 1998; Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn, &

Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnett, Grant, & Mack, 1992). From the perspective of attention

research, we think their studies posed exactly the right kind of question about

segmentation processes. But as discussed below, we are less satis®ed with the

methods they used, and the conclusions reached. Nevertheless, some of their conclu-

sions from their early studies were certainly provocative. Indeed, they appear to be

in direct opposition to the position some of us had adopted in the past. Whereas

Baylis and Driver (1992) argued that ªvisual attention is directed to groups derived

from a preattentive segmentation of the scene according to Gestalt principlesº, in the

same year Mack et al. (1992, p. 498) concluded that ªno perception of either texture

segregation of Gestalt groupingº takes place for unattended stimuli!

5. Gestalt grouping without attention: `inattentional blindness' reconsidered

Mack et al. (1992) and Rock, Linnett et al. (1992) correctly noted that some of the

paradigms traditionally thought to tap `preattentive' processing may in fact involve

diffuse attention, plus some intention by the observer to see particular visual proper-

ties (see also Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama, 1996). For instance, in visual search
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studies (e.g. Treisman, 1986), observers typically look for a speci®c target, and

know that all locations on the screen may be task-relevant. Mack et al. (1992)

suggested that in order to test whether segmentation processes can truly operate

without attention, one needs a situation where the observer has no intention to

perform the segmentation, being engaged in some other demanding visual task for

another stimulus at a different location (see Joseph et al., 1996; Lavie, 1995, for

arguments that the level of demand may be critical).

Mack et al. (1992) presented subjects with displays in which a central cross

appeared, with a Gestalt grouping display (or texture segmentation display) as its

surrounding background. The instructed task concerned the central cross (was its

horizontal or vertical limb longer?), so the background display was initially irrele-

vant to the task. But after several trials, observers were suddenly asked surprise

questions about the immediately preceding background display, concerning how it

appeared to group. This actually represents one of the oldest ways to try and measure

unattended processing, by asking surprise retrospective questions (e.g. Broadbent,

1958; Cherry, 1953). The basic ®nding, across several experiments (see Mack &

Rock, 1998, for recent extensions), was that observers seemed to know surprisingly

little about the segmentation of the background display, in response to the surprise

question. From this basic result, plus various control observations, Mack et al.

(1992) reached their radical conclusion that no Gestalt grouping takes place without

attention.

The results of Mack et al. (1992) accord with many classic demonstrations that

little is known about unattended stimuli on subsequent surprise questioning (e.g.

Broadbent, 1958; Cherry, 1953). In the visual domain, such results are now often

discussed under the general heading of `inattentional blindness' (e.g. Mack & Rock,

1998). However, there is a standard objection to ®ndings of little knowledge for

unattended stimuli on surprise retrospective questioning, which dates back to the

dawn of attention research (e.g. Cherry, 1953). The poor knowledge shown may

re¯ect poor explicit memory, rather than the absence of on-line processing when the

unattended stimulus was presented (i.e. inattentional `amnesia' rather than inatten-

tional `blindness'; Holender, 1986; Wolfe, 1999). Although Mack et al. (1992) and

also Mack and Rock (1998) do discuss this possibility, and attempt to reject it, the

problem is intrinsic to the method of surprise retrospective questioning. But posing

the direct questions in advance, or at the time of presentation, would clearly suffer

from the `spotted-pink-elephant' problem, being likely to make a supposedly unat-

tended stimulus become task-relevant and thus attended. The traditional solution to

this methodological problem, within mainstream attention research (e.g. Lewis,

1970; Stroop, 1935), has been to devise indirect on-line measures of unattended

processing, which do not require the subject to explicitly judge or respond to the

unattended information. In prototypical form, one measures instead whether unat-

tended information can in¯uence responses to attended information.

Moore and Egeth (1997) applied this general approach to the issue of whether

Gestalt grouping can arise under `inattention'. They took advantage of some stan-

dard geometric illusions (i.e. the Ponzo and Muller-Lyer illusions), manipulating

whether background dots could be grouped (by similarity in contrast polarity) into
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appropriate inducers for biasing the perception of the horizontal line-length of two

target lines via geometric illusions. In a task of judging the relative length of the two

target lines, they found that the background organization could produce the conven-

tional illusions for the target lines, even when subjects were unable to report this

background organization retrospectively, as tested by the Mack et al. (1992) surprise

retrospective questions. The implication is that some degree of background grouping

by similarity in contrast polarity can still take place, even when the background is

task-irrelevant.

This is an ingenious study, but the implications may be restricted in several

respects. First, the effective `grouping' of the very proximal dots by common

contrast polarity may have been simply due to blurring in low spatial frequency

channels, and so would represent only a very crude form of grouping at best. Indeed,

it has often been suggested that the Ponzo and Muller-Lyer illusions can have a low

spatial frequency basis (e.g. Rock, 1983). Second, many of the dots inducing the

foreground illusion were very close to the target lines, and so a sceptic might argue

that their effectiveness could have been due to their falling within an attended spatial

area.

We (Driver, Russell, & Howlett, unpublished data) have recently developed a new

method which can also provide an indirect on-line measure of whether grouping

may still take place under `inattention', but while avoiding these limitations. Unlike

the Moore and Egeth (1997) study, the method is not tied to the requirements of a

particular illusion. As in Mack et al. (1992), subjects are presented with displays that

each comprise a central target (now a small square made up of random black or

white pixels) plus a surrounding background Gestalt grouping display of dots (which

can be arranged into regular columns or rows by common colour, or can have a

random organization by the two equiluminant colours used within each display).

Each trial comprises two successive displays of this kind (see Fig. 1), separated by

150 ms. The task is to judge as rapidly as possible whether the two successive central

target squares are the same or different (when different, only a single pixel changes).

Independently of whether these successive targets are the same or different, we also

manipulate whether the background has the same organization between two succes-

sive displays (e.g. Fig. 1A) or a different organization (e.g. Fig. 1B). The two colours

used for the dots in the two successive backgrounds always change (e.g. red and

green dots in the ®rst display, but yellow and blue in the second display), so that

same versus different background organization can be unconfounded from same

versus different colours for each dot between the two successive displays. We

measure whether reaction time (RT) and errors in the same/different task for the

central square are in¯uenced by the background organization being the same or

different over the pair of successive displays. Then, at the end of the experiment,

we test for explicit knowledge of the immediately preceding background display,

using the surprise retrospective questioning method of Mack et al. (1992).

In a series of studies of this kind, we have repeatedly found that the surprise

retrospective questions at the end replicate the ®ndings of Mack et al. (1992), from

which they had concluded that no Gestalt grouping takes place under inattention.

However, the RT and error data from the on-line same/different task (performed on
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the central square matrix) suggest that some grouping of the background dots had in

fact taken place. Subjects are faster and/or more accurate with their target-different

judgements if the background organization also changes (e.g. from random into

columnar; see Fig. 1B), and target-same judgements can also be faster and/or

more accurate if the background organization stays the same. We ®nd such results

even if the critical change in background organization depends only on dots which

are relatively far away from the central square target (e.g. those in the outer loca-

tions).

These data suggest that some degree of grouping by common colour can arise

under conditions of `inattention', as Mack et al. (1992) de®ne this, contrary to the

strong conclusion drawn in their original paper. In our experimental situation, the

effective background grouping is irrelevant to the demanding central target task. It

arises in a dimension (i.e. equiluminant colour) which is different from the relevant

properties for the central task (which concerns luminance, and possibly shape). The

effective background grouping can involve only elements which are some distance

away from the central target. Finally, subjects cannot explicitly report the back-

ground organization, using Mack et al.'s (1992) surprise question method. This

situation would therefore seem to ®t Mack et al.'s de®nition of true `inattention',

and yet some evidence for Gestalt grouping is still found.
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Fig. 1. Two examples of the display sequence for a single trial in the studies of Driver et al. (unpublished

data). The task is to decide whether the central square matrix, comprising randomly black or white pixels,

is the same or different for Display 1 and Display 2 (it is the same in both the example sequences shown).

The surrounding grid of dots can be organized by common colour into columns, or into rows (not shown),

or pseudo-randomly (e.g. see Display 1 at bottom right of B). This background organization can change

(as in B) or be the same (as in A) across Display 1 and Display 2 within a trial, independently of whether

the central target matrix changes or not. The two colours used for the background dots always changed

between Display 1 and Display 2 (in the illustration, from red and green to yellow and blue), so that colour

change per se could be disentangled from changes in grouping by colour.



On the other hand, the nature of this evidence tells us little about phenomenology,

which has traditionally been of considerable (often primary) interest in Gestalt

demonstrations, as discussed above. The RT and error pattern we ®nd in the

same/different task implies that the background displays were grouped by common

colour to some extent, despite the conditions being set up to induce `inattention' for

them. However, these data certainly do not imply that the subjects necessarily

perceived the background grouping consciously, in the manner of a standard Gestalt

demonstration. Indeed, on a Mack et al. (1992) interpretation of the results for the

surprise direct questioning, one would conclude that subjects were not aware of the

background grouping, even though it could evidently still in¯uence their target

judgements. Our results might therefore be reconciled with the idea of `inattentional

blindness' for Gestalt grouping, but only as regards conscious vision (see Mack &

Rock, 1998), not in the sense of no Gestalt grouping taking place whatsoever, as

Mack et al. (1992) had originally claimed. However, the retrospective nature of

Mack et al.'s surprise questioning method can again be criticized, this time as an

index of visual awareness, rather than of visual processing in general (i.e. responses

to a surprise question after a display may underestimate what is consciously seen

during a display).

6. `Change blindness' reconsidered

The method depicted in Fig. 1 may relate to another paradigm which, like `inat-

tentional blindness', has recently been taken as evidence that our representation of

the visual world can be surprisingly sparse. We refer here to the recent demonstra-

tions of `change blindness' in the ¯icker paradigm introduced by Rensink, O'Regan,

and Clark (1997) (see Simons, 2000; Simons & Levin, 1997, for reviews). In the

original version of this, subjects are presented with complex images of natural

scenes. Successive displays show the same scene, separated by a substantial tran-

sient (a brief `¯icker') in which the whole screen goes blank, thus changing lumi-

nance and other properties everywhere. The subjects' task is typically to report

whether anything has changed in the scene when it returns after the ¯icker, or to

press a button when they detect this change. Often, two versions of the same scene,

differing in one aspect (e.g. deletion of an object), may be cycled repeatedly with a

¯icker separating them, until the change to the scene is reported.

The basic ®nding (Rensink et al., 1997) is that it can take a remarkably long time

(i.e. many cycles) before the change to the scene is noticed, even for quite substan-

tial changes (e.g. a large object disappearing and reappearing). Of course this

depends on the ¯icker which separates the successive versions of the scene, as

this provides a large global transient to obscure the local transient that the change

to the scene would otherwise produce. Nevertheless, when the change is detected,

subjects can hardly believe it went undetected for so long; once detected, the change

seems absurdly salient across subsequent repeated cycles. We (Russell & Driver,

unpublished data) have con®rmed that similar phenomena remain when eye-position
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is held ®xed, and that an otherwise undetectable change becomes noticeable as soon

as its location is cued, even without saccades.

Such `change blindness' has been interpreted as strong evidence for surprisingly

sparse internal representations of visual scenes, similarly to `inattentional blindness'

claims, but now primarily concerning the issue of what is brought forward across

successive displays, rather than what is extracted from a single display. It has been

interpreted (see O'Regan, Rensink, & Clark, 1999; Simons & Levin, 1997) as

suggesting that standard introspections of perceiving a rich visual world are an

`illusion'. We agree that change blindness provides a particularly compelling exam-

ple of the in¯uence that attentional factors can have on phenomenal visual experi-

ence, as when a previously undetectable change becomes overwhelmingly salient

once its location is cued. However, we are more sceptical about some of the radical

conclusions that have been drawn from change blindness. In particular, one may

question whether it really implies exceptionally sparse representation, or a total

failure to bring visual information forward across successive samples. The method

depicted in Fig. 1 could be usefully adapted to test whether various undetected

changes in the ¯icker paradigm might still be extracted unconsciously by the visual

system (see Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; Rensink, 2000; Smilek, Eastwood,

& Merikle, 2000). This could be revealed by any effects of background changes on

RT or accuracy for same/different judgements to central targets, similar to those we

have already observed for changes in background grouping.

We have already found some initial evidence (Turatto, Russell, & Driver, unpub-

lished data) that unseen changes may nevertheless be extracted in the ¯icker para-

digm. We used displays (see examples in Fig. 2) comprising dots on a background of

vertical stripes. As in the standard ¯icker paradigm (e.g. Rensink et al., 1997),

successive displays were separated by an intervening blank (of intermediate

grey), and subjects had to report simply whether anything changed (and if so

what) between successive displays. In fact, only two types of change were possible.

Either one or more of the grey dots could change luminance (from dark grey to light

grey, or vice-versa; e.g. Fig. 2A), or all the background stripes could change their

luminance (from dark to light, or vice-versa; e.g. Fig. 2B). Even though the latter

change was physically much more substantial (in terms of actual luminance change

and spatial area affected) than any change to the dots within the same luminance

domain, we found that subjects typically reported virtually all the dot changes, yet

none of the background changes.

This appears to con®rm that change blindness in the ¯icker paradigm is indeed

more pronounced for background than foreground changes (see Rensink et al., 1997),

even when the background change is physically stronger. As soon as the possibility of

background changes was pointed out to subjects, they actually became faster at

detecting those than for changes to the foreground dots, consistent with the larger

physical signal for the background stripes. The initial failure to detect any background

changes may relate both to a default tendency to attend foreground items, and also to

the Gestalt psychologists' proposals that foregrounds are more phenomenally

compelling than backgrounds (e.g. Rubin, 1921). Indeed, attentional factors may

conceivably provide part of the explanation for the latter phenomenology.
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The second question we addressed in our study was whether unseen background

changes might nevertheless still be coded by the visual system. We addressed this

by exploiting a well known simultaneous contrast illusion (see Rock, 1975). When

a grey dot appears with a darker stripe as its surrounding background, it appears

lighter than when appearing against a light background. Some of our displays were

arranged such that the background change altered whether a given grey dot

appeared on a dark stripe or on a light stripe between the two successive displays

(see Fig. 2C). In such cases, naive observers always reported any change as

concerning the brightness of the foreground grey dot, not as the alteration of the

background stripes which took place physically. They did so even though the

stripes went from dark to light (or vice-versa) physically, while the dot only

underwent an illusory change in lightness that was entirely due to the change in

the background stripes. This shows that unseen background changes can produce

illusory phenomenal foreground changes in the ¯icker paradigm, which would

seem to indicate that some of the unseen background changes must still be

extracted (and the changed properties `brought forward') by the visual system.

We are currently adapting this paradigm to test whether several particular Gestalt

grouping processes can operate in the guise of unseen background changes that

produce foreground illusions.
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Fig. 2. Three examples of two successive displays, which were separated by a brief blank screen, in the

change blindness study of Turatto et al. (unpublished data). Time runs from bottom to top. (A) The grey

circle in the second display brightened; such changes were reported by naive observers. (B) The back-

ground stripes reversed contrast; such changes were not noticed until pointed out to naive observers, even

though the luminance change was larger than for the circle in (A). Note that in (A) and (B), each circle

falls half on a light stripe and half on a dark stripe. (C) Each circle now falls on a single stripe. When the

background stripes reversed contrast, illusory changes in the brightness of the grey circle (due to simul-

taneous contrast with the surrounding stripe) were reported, though the background change itself went

unseen again.



7. Studying speci®c forms of segmentation in relation to attention: modal and
amodal completion

The extensive literature on `object-based' attention (see Driver & Baylis, 1998;

Kanwisher & Driver, 1992; Scholl, 2001, for reviews) has tended to lump all image

segmentation processes together. However, there is no guarantee that all forms of

image segmentation (e.g. by different static Gestalt factors, by stereo cues, by

dynamic motion cues, etc.) will have exactly the same relation to attentional

processes. A more productive strategy may be to examine individual segmentation

processes in particular, in relation to speci®c attentional issues. In this way, attention

researchers might exploit many of the advances which have been made by the vision

research literature in understanding speci®c forms of image segmentation (e.g.

Nakayama et al., 1989, 1995; Palmer & Rock, 1994; Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1986).

Kanizsa subjective ®gures (e.g. Fig. 3A) provide one of the most intensively

investigated examples of human image segmentation. Not only are they phenom-

enally intriguing (Kanizsa, 1979), but they are by now relatively well understood

(see Lesher, 1995; Petry & Meyer, 1987). Moreover, they are often considered (e.g.

Fahle & Koch, 1995) to represent a prototypical case of the visual system binding

together separate elements in the image (such as the `pacmen' inducers in Fig. 3A) to

produce a single subjective object. They certainly illustrate several principles of

image segmentation. These include edge assignment (e.g. the straight edges on the

pacmen inducers in Fig. 3A,B typically get assigned to the subjective square, not to

the pacmen) plus several completion processes, as follows. When a subjective ®gure

is seen, the inducing pacmen are typically seen as `amodally' complete circles (i.e.

complete circles that are partially occluded; see Fig. 3C), while the subjective square

is `modally' completed (i.e. with accompanying illusory colour and/or brightness in

the completed region). Such ®gures thus also provide compelling examples of

subjective `®lling-in' of illusory colour and brightness (as for the seemingly grey

and transparent regions near the central cross in Fig. 3B, which are actually white).

There have been many experimental studies of such subjective ®gures. One

enduring issue has been whether they are best thought of as re¯ecting the operation

of relatively `low-level' processes (e.g. blurring at low-spatial frequencies), or of

much `higher-level' processes (e.g. the inference of a superimposed ®gure). Space

constraints preclude a full review of this debate. Suf®ce to say that there is now

substantial evidence that low-level properties of the stimulus can strongly affect the

subjective strength of the subjective ®gure, but also that seemingly higher-level

factors, such as set or knowledge, can affect the percept to some extent (see Lesher,

1995; Petry & Meyer, 1987, for reviews). In other words, several different levels of

processing may contribute to the ®nal subjective percept. Below, we consider the

possible in¯uence of attentional factors on subjective ®gures, and vice-versa.

8. Phenomenology and its limits once again

The overwhelming majority of previous studies on subjective ®gures have relied
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Fig. 3. (A) Example of a Kanizsa subjective square. (B) Example of an apparently transparent Kanizsa

subjective square. The central region between inducing circles and the cross appears infused with trans-

parent grey, although it is actually white. This is one example of `modal' completion. (C) Illustration of

`amodal' completion of a shape which appears to be partly occluded, in this case the circle with the

quadrant that appears occluded by the square. Note that no illusory properties are seen in the completed

region of the circle.



on phenomenal measures (e.g. rating the strength of the subjective ®gure, as in

Warm, Dember, Padich, Beckner, & Jones, 1987; though see Dresp & Bonnet,

1995; Rubin, Nakayama, & Shapley, 1996, for more objective measures). Moreover,

most studies have taken such phenomenal measures while presenting just a single

subjective ®gure display to the observer, often for unspeeded visual inspection and

self-rating. Such methods are clearly unsuitable for addressing the many attentional

questions one can ask about image segmentation in general, and about subjective

®gures in particular. For instance, how could an observer possibly ignore a subjec-

tive ®gure while rating its supposedly `unattended' phenomenal strength? This

seems a clear case of the spotted-pink-elephant problem. Such unspeeded phenom-

enal methods will presumably also increase the likelihood of many different levels

of processing contributing to the ®nal report.

The restrictions that arise when relying too much upon phenomenology may

apply to other recent work on grouping processes also. Just as it is tempting to

ask whether subjective ®gures re¯ect relatively `early' or `late' processes in vision,

one may ask whether segmentation processes in general arise early (as traditionally

thought), or might also involve higher-level processes. Rock and Palmer have raised

this general question for Gestalt grouping displays in a series of studies with their

collaborators (e.g. Palmer, Neff, & Beck, 1997; Palmer & Nelson, in press; Palmer

& Rock, 1994; Rock, Nijhawan et al., 1992). More speci®cally, they asked whether

grouping might operate before or after various perceptual constancy mechanisms

and various completion mechanisms. A typical experiment used grids of elements,

rather like the Wertheimer (1923) grouping demonstrations. The elements on one

side of the grid would be of a uniform type, and the elements on the other side would

be of a different uniform type. The central column comprised elements of the critical

experimental type; the question was whether these would group phenomenally with

the type of elements on the left or on the right. Observers judged this explicitly (i.e.

making leftwards versus rightwards grouping judgements) in an unspeeded manner

with free vision.

Using such a method, Rock, Nijhawan et al. (1992) found that grouping by

similarity in achromatic colour apparently takes place only after the operation of

lightness constancy (they exploited cast shadows or translucent overlays on the

central column to decouple retinal luminance and perceived lightness). In forced-

choice decisions, observers reported that the central column appeared to belong with

other elements that matched in phenomenal lightness, rather than in retinal lumi-

nance. Palmer et al. (1997) used a similar method to argue that grouping by simi-

larity in shape may take place after amodal completion of apparently occluded

shapes has taken place. More recent studies by Palmer and Nelson (in press) have

extended this to the case of modal completion for subjective ®gures.

Palmer and Rock have taken such results to indicate that `grouping is later than

you think', being based on quite sophisticated visual properties, which are closer to

the phenomenal percept than to the retinal image. However, one can query the

method used, and wonder whether instead grouping might be `later only when

you think'! Given the unspeeded viewing conditions, subjects had ample time to

inspect (and even think about) each element of the stimulus in turn. Moreover, given
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the forced-choice task (i.e. does the central column group with the left or right?)

there may even have been no true grouping at all, with observers simply using their

response to indicate which stimuli looked most similar phenomenally. We already

know which stimulus pairs these would be: perceived brightness for individually

inspected stimuli depends on lightness constancy, partly-occluded shapes usually

get amodally completed, and the appropriate inducing stimuli will form subjective

®gures.

In other words, while Palmer, Rock and their colleagues have asked an extremely

pertinent question about the level(s) at which grouping processes can arise, their

actual method may only tell us what we already know from introspection (i.e. what

the particular stimuli look like, phenomenally, with unspeeded viewing). Methods

from the attention literature such as those reviewed here may provide better handles

on the level(s) at which particular segmentation processes arise, and on whether the

observer can modulate these at will. Below, we address modal and amodal comple-

tion from this perspective.

9. Visual search studies of modal and amodal completion

Several recent studies have examined the roles of amodal completion for partly-

occluded objects (e.g. Davis & Driver, 1998; He & Nakayama, 1992; Rensink &

Enns, 1998) and of modal completion for subjective ®gures (e.g. Davis & Driver,

1998) in visual search tasks. In such tasks, the observer must typically determine the

presence or absence of a prespeci®ed target among a varied number of non-targets as

fast as possible. This task has traditionally been used with the aim of distinguishing

those visual properties extracted `preattentively' (i.e. ef®ciently in parallel, regard-

less of the number of items in the display) from those extracted only `attentively'

(classically, these were thought to require strictly serial processing, leading to linear

increases of search time with the number of items to be searched; e.g. Treisman,

1986; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). It is now well known that many caveats must be

placed on such interpretations of search data (e.g. see Wolfe, 1998, for review), just

as many caveats must be placed on any simplistic preattentive/attentive dichotomy.

Nevertheless, the visual search task still remains very useful as one way of addres-

sing attentional issues for speci®c processes. Moreover, with appropriate tweaking,

it can get around the spotted-pink-elephant methodological problem that was

described earlier.

As one example of this, Rensink and Enns (1998) examined the search for notched

target shapes among complete (i.e. un-notched) non-targets in 2D displays (see Fig.

4 for schematic examples that have been adapted for our present purposes). In

control conditions this was an easy task, yielding a `parallel' search outcome (i.e.

little or no increase in search time with set-size). In the critical experimental condi-

tions, the same notched target (a notched circle in our example; see Fig. 4A) was

placed so that pictorially it appeared to be occluded by an abutting shape in the

region corresponding to the notch. Hence, with unrestricted viewing, it would tend

to be amodally completed as a partly-occluded version of the same complete shape
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as the (circular) non-targets. The critical question was how such an apparently

occluded target would behave in the search task. Would it act like the notched target

(whose shape it still had in the retinal `mosaic') that was previously so easy to ®nd,

or like a completed shape, in which case it should presumably now be hard to ®nd

(given the presence of many physically complete versions of this shape among the

non-targets)? The results clearly showed that the search became very hard, now

showing a classic `serial' pattern, with a steep increase in search time against the

number of items in the display. He and Nakayama (1992) had previously found a

very similar result in a study which used stereoscopic depth to determine whether

amodal completion should take place.
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Fig. 4. Search displays analogous to some of those used by Rensink and Enns (1998). The task for these

examples would be to determine the presence or absence of a notched circle. Note that this seems much

harder in (A) (where the notched circle appears to be partly occluded in the notched region by the abutting

square) than in (B).



These results have several implications. They imply that amodal completion may

arise in so-called `parallel' vision (i.e. ef®ciently for all items at once, without serial

inspection of each item in turn). They also imply that amodal completion may still

arise even when counter to the observer's current intentions. Although amodal

completion of partly-occluded objects may be very useful for many real-world

visual tasks (see Nakayama et al., 1989), it could only be detrimental to performance

in the visual search task, as shown by the impaired search performance when such

completion arose. This implies that amodal completion (or at least, assignment of

the notched edges to the apparent occluder, rather than to the target shape) may arise

even against the observer's will, despite many hundreds of trials attempting to see

the notched target in terms of just its retinal shape. Note that in reaching this

conclusion, the spotted-pink-elephant problem was neatly side-stepped. The obser-

vers never had to be asked directly about whether they saw the target as amodally

completed or not; its coding by their visual system was simply inferred from their

objective search performance. The only downside of this is that the results tell us

little, directly, about phenomenological visual appearance. On the other hand, they

do tell us something quite speci®c about the nature of amodal completion processes,

which are presumed to have some ultimate in¯uence on phenomenal vision.

We (Davis & Driver, 1998) recently adapted the basic methods of He and

Nakayama (1992) and Rensink and Enns (1998) to examine whether modal comple-

tion (i.e. as in Kanizsa subjective ®gures) might similarly arise within `parallel'

vision in search tasks, even when this could only be detrimental to objective perfor-

mance. Essentially, we asked whether a subjective ®gure might act as an occluder to

induce unwanted amodal completion of an abutting notched target, just as the real

squares do in Fig. 4. Similarly to the search displays in Fig. 4, observers again

searched for a notched circle among complete circles. Smaller `pacmen' stimuli

were now arranged so as to produce possible subjective squares, which might

serve as occluders in the critical conditions (see Fig. 5). The search for the notched

circle among full circles was very slow and inef®cient when these appeared (see Fig.

5A) stereoscopically behind the potential subjective surfaces (yielding a classic

`serial' search outcome), but was fast and ef®ciently parallel when they appeared

in front (Fig. 5B). Various control conditions con®rmed that the search dif®culty was

speci®c to apparent occlusion of the notched target by a subjective surface, rather

than simply to searching in the back plane. Moreover, these control conditions also

ruled out trivial accounts of the effect from the subjective surface in terms of low

spatial frequency blurring, or the mere alignment of inducing edges with the notched

circle target.

As with the results of He and Nakayama (1992) and Rensink and Enns (1998),

these results imply that amodal completion (of the notched target) may arise in

`parallel' vision, and may do so even when counter to the observer's intentions.

The data of Davis and Driver (1998) further indicate that both these assertions also

apply to the formation of subjective surfaces via modal completion. Such surfaces

are evidently treated in parallel vision as occluding regions which cannot be seen

through, even though they are entirely `subjective' creations of the visual system, as

no physical occluder is actually present.
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10. Distinguishing modal versus amodal completion in visual search: the Metelli
rule

The recent evidence from visual search reviewed above suggests that modal and

amodal completion may operate similarly in visual search tasks, both arising in

parallel, and in an apparently obligatory manner. This can be added to a long list

of similarities between the two forms of completion, as previously articulated by

Kellman and Shipley (1991). Indeed, Ramachandran (1995) has gone so far as to

suggest that modal and amodal completion may not be differentiated until very late
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Fig. 5. Schematic depiction of target stimuli (A,B) or a typical search display (C) from Davis and Driver

(1998). For a search display like (C), the task would be to determine the presence or absence of a large

notched grey circle. Note that this appears dif®cult, due to apparent occlusion (and associated amodal

completion) by the Kanizsa subjective square. In the actual experiment, the large pacmen and small

pacmen were in different stereoscopic depth planes (see cartoons of this for one cluster of stimuli in A

and B). When the small inducers of the subjective square lay in the front plane (as in A), the search for the

large notched circle was very dif®cult. But when the latter target lay in front instead (see B), so that the

subjective square could no longer appear to occlude it, the search became ef®cient.



in the visual system. However, despite their commonalities, modal and amodal

completion do differ in a crucial phenomenological respect. As noted earlier, in

the case of subjective ®gures, completion is `modal' in the sense that illusions

speci®c to the visual modality (i.e. ®lling-in of illusory colour and/or brightness)

take place within the completed region (e.g. see Fig. 3B). No such illusions of colour

and brightness arise for amodally-completed regions, which are seen as lying behind

apparently occluding surfaces (e.g. Fig. 3C). We (e.g. Davis & Driver, 1997, 1998)

have examined whether this ®lling-in of illusory colour and/or brightness, for the

case of modal completion only, might be of functional as well as phenomenal

signi®cance, as described below. In more recent studies, we have also begun to

address whether modal and amodal completion may behave differently within visual

search tasks. Our search experiments took advantage of one well established subjec-

tive difference between modal and amodal completion, which relates to the percep-

tion of transparency.

Kanizsa (1979) and Van Tuijl and de Weert (1979) demonstrated that for simple

patterns comprising three luminance levels, modal completion of transparent subjec-

tive ®gures is constrained by the luminance pro®le of the inducing stimuli in a way

that amodal completion is not (see also Nakayama & Shimojo, 1992). We will refer

to this constraint as the `Metelli rule', since it stems from the description by Metelli

(1974) of the luminance conditions constraining transparency perception. In order

for the elements of an inducing stimulus to form part of a transparent, modally-

completed surface, the luminance of these inducing elements must fall between the

luminance of the surround and the luminance of the inner region over which the

subjective ®gure is formed. For example, the stimulus in Fig. 6A satis®es these

constraints. The luminance of the four small grey sectors on the otherwise black

circles falls between that of the white inner region and the black surround of the

circles. These grey sectors can therefore be seen to form part of a transparent,

modally-completed surface. However, the stimulus in Fig. 6B fails to satisfy the

Metelli rule prescription for the luminance relations. The luminance of the small

dark sectors on the otherwise grey circles does not fall between the luminance level

of the grey surrounding regions and the white inner region, being less than both.

Thus, the dark sectors cannot form parts of a modally-completed surface.

This dependence of modal completion upon the luminance pro®le of the stimulus

makes functional sense when one considers the optics of transparent surfaces (see

Metelli, 1974), and also that modal completion processes may serve to encode

partly-camou¯aged surfaces (e.g. Davis & Driver, 1994; Ramachandran, 1987). If

the grey regions of Fig. 6A did indeed belong to a uniform transparent surface, that

surface must be rather light, since it apparently causes the black circles to appear

lighter where it overlaps with them. Such a light surface could conceivably become

invisible in the current retinal image at regions where it overlapped with a lighter

background. This luminance con®guration is therefore at least consistent with the

presence of a partly-camou¯aged transparent surface. It might therefore be adaptive

for modal completion mechanisms to code a partly-camou¯aged but complete trans-

parent surface under these circumstances.

By contrast, if the small dark sectors in Fig. 6B actually formed part of a larger
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uniform transparent surface, this would have to be a dark surface, since it causes the

otherwise grey circles to appear darker where it overlaps in front of them. It is

unlikely that such a dark surface could be invisible where it passes in front of a
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Fig. 6. (A) Transparent Kanizsa square. Note that the grey of the inducing quarter-segments on the four

circles and of the central region on the cross has a luminance which is intermediate between the surround-

ing black and the white over which modal completion takes place. This luminance pro®le is consistent

with the Metelli rule. (B) The same display layout, but now with luminance levels that do not ®t the

Metelli rule. Note that now no subjective ®gure is formed. (C,D) Example displays that with free fusion

illustrate the change from modal to amodal completion with a reversal in depth, and the dependence of

completion on the Metelli rule only for the case of modal completion (i.e. only when the circular element

appears in front of the abutting rectangle, as with uncrossed free fusion of left and centre columns;

uncrossed fusion of right and centre columns should place the circle at the back plane). (C) is inconsistent

with the Metelli rule and (D) is consistent.



white background. Such a luminance con®guration is therefore inconsistent with the

presence of a partly-camou¯aged, transparent surface, and hence modal completion

mechanisms should not operate. Of course, we would not suggest that the visual

system literally undertakes the kind of inferential procedure we have outlined here,

in explaining why the Metelli rule makes reasonable sense. Nakayama and Shimojo

(1992) provide one biologically plausible account of how the visual system could

come to obey such constraints.

The dependence of modal completion upon the luminance con®guration of the

inducing stimuli can be experienced by free-fusing the left and centre patterns in Fig.

6C with uncrossed fusion. This procedure should yield the impression of a notched

ring element at a nearer plane than the rectangle it abutts. Note that the notched ring

is not modally completed to form a complete, transparent ring, because its lumi-

nance does not fall between that of the rectangle and the background (i.e. the

luminance pro®le is inconsistent with modal completion in terms of the Metelli

rule). However, when the luminance pro®le of the elements is reversed, as in Fig.

6D, it now becomes consistent with modal completion of a transparent surface in

terms of the Metelli rule. When the left and centre patterns in this ®gure are free-

fused (uncrossed), the grey notched ring element should now appear modally

complete, as a transparent subjective surface (a complete ring) lying in front of

the abutting black rectangle.

The Metelli transparency constraints apply to modal completion, because

modally-completed surfaces appear to pass in front of the surfaces they overlap

with (and transparent surfaces lying in front of other surfaces can alter the amount

of light reaching the retina from the latter surfaces). However, this does not apply to

occluded regions of surfaces, such as those generated by amodal completion.

Occluded regions generally cannot prevent light from other objects reaching the

observer. Hence, the luminance constraints that apply to modal completion do not

apply to amodal completion. Indeed, several studies have found no modulation of

amodal completion by the luminance pro®le of the inducing stimuli (e.g. Kanizsa,

1979; Nakayama & Shimojo, 1992). This can be experienced by free-fusing the

centre and right patterns of Fig. 6C,D. The stimulus should now appear as a ring that

is further away than the abutting rectangle. Note that the notched ring becomes

amodally completed to form an apparently complete but partly-occluded ring in

both cases (i.e. even when its luminance does not fall between that of the rectangle

and the background (Fig. 6C), because the Metelli constraint does not apply to cases

of partial occlusion).

We (Davis, Russell, & Driver, unpublished data) recently tested whether these

constraints apply within the `parallel vision' tapped by appropriate search tasks, and

whether they do so even when any completion can only be detrimental to perfor-

mance. Subjects searched for notched rings (i.e. like those in Fig. 6C,D) among

physically complete rings in four different search conditions. The luminance pro®le

of the displays was either consistent or inconsistent with the Metelli rule; orthogon-

ally to this, stereo disparity was arranged so that all the rings either lay in the back

plane (behind the rectangles) or in the front plane (as when viewing Fig. 6C,D with

the appropriate free fusion). The results showed ef®cient parallel search only when
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the rings lay in the front plane, with a luminance pro®le that was inconsistent with

the Metelli rule. In all the other three conditions, a classic `serial' search pattern was

found. The implication is once again that in these three conditions, completion of the

notched target arose in parallel vision (thus making it hard to distinguish from the

physically complete non-targets) even though this was highly detrimental to perfor-

mance, and thus counter to the observer's intentions. Amodal completion (of

notched circles apparently lying behind the abutting rectangles) was unaffected by

the Metelli constraints. By contrast, modal completion (i.e. of notched circles lying

in front of the abutting rectangles) was highly dependent on the Metelli rule, taking

place only when the luminance pro®le was consistent with the constraints on percep-

tion of a subjective transparent surface. When the Metelli rule was broken, no modal

completion took place, and so the target `popped out' as the only incomplete circle

in the display. Note that these results cannot be explained by the luminance relations

alone, because the effect of these depended on depth relations, in a manner consis-

tent with the Metelli rule applying to modal but not amodal completion.

This shows that the Metelli rule for the perception of transparency, which relates

to the real-world optics of transparent surfaces, can operate within parallel vision as

tapped by appropriate visual search tasks. Moreover, it also suggests that cases of

modal and amodal completion are treated differentially within such parallel vision,

in a manner consistent with their very different phenomenology, and with the differ-

ential impact of the Metelli rule that is apparent when each item is inspected with

free vision (see Fig. 6).

11. Differential effects of modal versus amodal completion upon attentional
processes

The conventional interpretation of the above search results would be that both

modal and amodal completion can arise, and be distinguished, within `preattentive'

vision. In further research, we have gone on to examine whether modal and amodal

completion may have different effects upon attentional processes (Davis & Driver,

1997, 1998). These studies used displays like Fig. 7A, comprising two segments of a

grey ellipse separated by a vertical white bar. When stereo disparity placed the bar in

front of the ellipse segments, the latter were amodally completed, to give the

appearance of a continuous ellipse occluded centrally by the white bar (much as

it appears in Fig. 7A). But when stereo disparity placed the bar behind the grey

segments, these were now modally completed as a continuous transparent grey

surface in front of the bar, with illusory grey `®lling-in' of the central region

(much like the cartoon in Fig. 7B; note that the luminance pro®le of the inducing

stimulus was consistent with the Metelli rule, as in Fig. 7A).

In two series of studies, we examined whether modal versus amodal completion

might have differential effects on the `spreading of attention' (as shown by distractor

or cueing effects), consistent with the differential phenomenology for the central

region (which is ®lled-in with illusory colour for the modal case only). In one series

(Davis & Driver, 1997), we placed a target character on the central bar, and distrac-
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tor characters on the outer segments of the ellipse (or vice-versa). The ef®ciency of

distractor rejection was measured (via compatibility effects on RT to the target). We

found that distractors produced more interference in the modal completion condition

than in the amodal completion condition. We took this to show that when observers

attempted to select just one region of the display (e.g. just a central region, or just

one outer region of the ellipse), they tended instead to select the entire modally-

completed object in the modal completion situation. Thus, their `attention' (i.e. their

selective intake of information) tended to spread from modally-completed regions to

include their inducers, and vice-versa, in a manner that did not apply for amodally-

completed regions and their inducers. This objective performance result is, of

course, consistent with the phenomenology here. The central region of the display

(see Fig. 7) appears to include a visible surface that `belongs' to the outer inducers of

the ellipse only in the modal completion condition (i.e. where a subjectively

complete ellipse becomes ®lled-in with illusory grey at the centre). This does not

apply to the amodal completion condition (where although a complete ellipse is

perceived, it appears to be occluded by the bar in the central region).

In another set of studies (Davis & Driver, 1998), we made a similar point but with

a different attentional measure. We `cued' the bar, or the outer segments of the

ellipse, by transiently altering their vertical extent. We then measured the effect

of this cueing on RT to subsequent target characters, which could be presented either

on the bar or on the outer (physically present) segments of the ellipse. In the modal

completion condition, cueing the outer segments of the ellipse appeared to attract
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Fig. 7. (A) Example of the displays used by Davis and Driver (1997, 1998). In some conditions the central

white bar was placed stereoscopically in front of the ¯anking grey regions; this led to the percept of an

amodally-complete grey ellipse passing behind the white bar. In other conditions, the white bar was

placed stereoscopically behind instead. This led to the percept of a modally-complete, transparent grey

ellipse passing in front of the central bar, with illusory grey being `®lled-in' where it appeared to overlap

the white bar, as cartooned in (B).



attention to the central region as well as to the outer regions, whereas in the amodal

completion this did not arise.

Again, this objective performance result seems consistent with the phenomenol-

ogy of the displays, as the central region of the displays appears to include a visible

surface that `belongs' to the ellipse only in the modal completion condition, where it

becomes `®lled-in' with illusory transparent grey. Indeed, we went so far as to

suggest that such ®lling-in may take place precisely in order to indicate a potentially

visible surface, which may then lead to appropriate attraction of attention (or spread-

ing of attention across the entire surface), just as for physically present surfaces. In

other words, `®lling-in' may serve functional as well as phenomenal purposes, and

indeed these may be closely related. These studies appear to provide examples of

`object-based' visual attention, in which the critical object depends on a subjective

illusion. Of course, in all the cases we have discussed (i.e. even for the experiments

which did not directly concern subjective ®gures), the effective groups or objects are

similarly the products of segmentation processes in the visual system, given the

stimulus input.

The studies described so far seem broadly consistent with traditional views (e.g.

Neisser, 1967; Duncan, 1984; Driver & Baylis, 1989, 1998), within the simplifying

preattentive/attentive dichotomy, that much image segmentation can precede and

constrain attentional selectivity. We have suggested here that Gestalt grouping can

still arise under conditions of `inattention', that undetected background changes in

the ¯icker paradigm may still be extracted by the visual system, and can even

in¯uence the phenomenology of foreground elements, and that modal and amodal

completion may arise and be differentiated by parallel vision within visual search,

incorporating relatively sophisticated constraints such as the Metelli rule. Finally,

we have suggested that modal and amodal completion may impose differential

constraints on attentional processes, in accord with their very different phenomen-

ology.

All this seems consistent with the traditional view of segmentation processes

largely preceding attentional processes. However, we think that under appropriate

conditions, the in¯uence can also work in the other direction (see Farah, Wallace, &

Vercera, 1993; Humphreys, Olson, Romani, & Riddoch, 1996), with attentional

processes modulating segmentation processes to some extent. In our ®nal experi-

mental section, we give a recent example of this possibility from our own work.

12. Possible attentional modulation of very early visual segmentation

Here we exploited a particularly well understood form of primitive image

segmentation, which is thought to re¯ect interactions between interconnected

neurons in primary visual cortex (Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994). Contrast thresholds

for detecting a central Gabor patch stimulus (i.e. a cosine grating convolved with a

Gaussian ®lter; see Fig. 8) can be systematically affected by ¯anking Gabor patches.

Such Gabor stimuli are experimentally useful, not only because of their precise
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physical characteristics, but also because they are thought to stimulate highly speci-

®c populations of cells in primary visual cortex.

It is now well established that thresholds for a central target patch are affected by

the presence and nature of ¯anking patches (e.g. Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994), re¯ect-

ing highly systematic lateral interactions. Target detection is maximally facilitated

for a central patch that is iso-oriented and aligned with ¯anking patches of the same

spatial frequency at separations of around three Gabor wavelengths (see Fig. 8A).

Suppression is found at lower separations, while the facilitation gradually declines at

higher separations (e.g. Fig. 8B). Global con®guration is critical; non-collinear

arrangements of iso-oriented patches produce suppression instead of facilitation

(Zenger & Sagi, 1996). Further properties of the lateral interactions between target

and ¯ankers are also well characterized; they are invariant over magni®cation and

independent of relative phase above critical separations, and ¯ankers with orthogo-

nal local orientation to the target have no in¯uence (e.g. Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993;

Polat & Sagi, 1993).

These lateral interactions between Gabor patches have been modelled by an array

of detectors akin to V1 neurons (e.g. Polat, 1999; Usher, Bonneh, Sagi, & Herrmann,

1999), with neighbouring units reinforcing or suppressing each other via lateral

connections, similar to those actually observed in primary visual cortex (e.g. Spill-

mann & Werner, 1996). More importantly for our current topic, these lateral inter-

actions may re¯ect a very early form of segmentation involved in contour

integration and texture segmentation (e.g. Polat, 1999). For example, note that

when viewing Fig. 8A, a virtual contour may appear to be formed, linking the central

patch and the aligned ¯ankers, while this applies less at the greater separation in Fig.

8B. Given the suspected substrate in primary visual cortex, lateral interactions

between ¯anking Gabor patches may tap into the very ®rst cortical stage of image

segmentation.

We wondered whether these lateral interactions and the associated formation of

virtual contours might depend on the ¯ankers being attended. To address this, one of

us (E.F.) instigated a novel variant of the lateral interactions paradigm (see Fig. 9),
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Fig. 8. (A) Central Gabor patch with high-contrast and collinear ¯ankers separated from the central target

by only three Gabor wavelengths. In such conditions, the ¯ankers lower contrast thresholds for detecting

the central target. This facilitatory effect falls off with increasing separation, being reduced at the eight-

wavelength separation shown in (B).



which we have since pursued in collaboration with Dov Sagi (Freeman, Sagi, &

Driver, unpublished data). In this new version, contrast thresholds for detecting a

central target Gabor patch are measured not only in the context of one pair of

¯ankers (as is conventional; see Fig. 9A,B), but also with two pairs of ¯ankers,

which have orthogonal global and local orientations (see Fig. 9D,E). Thus, in any

given display of four ¯ankers, two of them will be collinear with the target (those

along one diagonal), while the other two will not (those on the other diagonal). We

manipulate which pair of ¯ankers (i.e. which diagonal) is attended for a secondary

task performed in addition to central target detection.

In the study illustrated by Fig. 9, this secondary task was vernier acuity (i.e.

judging the direction of a small offset for the two ¯ankers along one diagonal).

On each trial, there were two successive displays. Observers then made unspeeded,

independent decisions concerning which of the two intervals contained (a) a central

target, and (b) a particular direction of vernier offset for the relevant two ¯ankers. In

some blocks of trials (see Fig. 9A,B) only two ¯ankers were present, which could be
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Fig. 9. The upper panel shows example displays from the preliminary study by Freeman, Sagi, and Driver,

as described in the text (the arrows in D and E were not physically present, and are shown only to indicate

which ¯ankers were attended for the secondary task). The lower panel plots contrast thresholds for

detecting the central target in each of the conditions shown above. Data from one experienced observer

(D.S.) with standard error are shown.



collinear or non-collinear with the target. Observers performed both the central

detection task and the vernier task for the ¯ankers. In other blocks (see Fig.

9D,E) four ¯ankers were presented, with observers performing the secondary

vernier task for only one relevant pair (i.e. those indicated by arrows in Fig. 9,

although no arrows were actually present in the study). Finally, baseline blocks

(Fig. 9C) presented no ¯ankers, with observers performing only the central target

detection task. Any ¯ankers were separated from the central target by four Gabor

wavelengths, a separation where facilitation of target detection thresholds by colli-

near ¯ankers is usually found, while orthogonal ¯ankers have no effect.

Contrast thresholds for one experienced psychophysical observer (an initially

sceptical Dov Sagi!) are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 9 underneath the corre-

sponding display type from the upper panel. A second experienced observer, E.F.,

produced a very similar pattern. With a single pair of ¯ankers (leftmost two points in

the graph), the usual lowering of target threshold was found when the ¯ankers were

collinear rather than orthogonal. With two pairs of ¯ankers (rightmost two points in

the graph), central target detection depended heavily on which pair was attended for

the secondary vernier task, with lower central thresholds when the pair that was

collinear with the target was attended. Indeed, with four ¯ankers present, the central

thresholds behaved as if the currently ignored pair of high-contrast ¯ankers was

simply absent (compare leftmost two datapoints with rightmost two datapoints in the

graph of Fig. 9).

These initial results provide preliminary evidence for attentional modulation of

lateral interactions between Gabor patches, which had previously been attributed to

hard-wired lateral connections within primary visual cortex (e.g. Polat & Sagi, 1993;

Usher et al., 1999), that may subserve contour integration and texture segmentation.

We shall exploit this apparent attentional modulation in further psychophysical

studies to determine exactly how the lateral interactions are in¯uenced by attentional

set in terms of existing V1 models (e.g. Li, 1998; Zenger & Sagi, 1996). These

models suggest various possibilities. For instance, attending to speci®c ¯ankers for

the secondary task might simply boost activity in cells responding to those ¯ankers,

alter their dynamic range, or affect the strength of connections between cells

responding to the ¯ankers, and those responding to the target. Models of primary

visual cortex are now suf®ciently advanced that these different possibilities for the

underlying mechanism of the attentional modulation can lead to different psycho-

physical predictions.

This study provides an apparent case of attentional factors modulating a very

early and primitive form of image segmentation, namely lateral interactions between

detectors for speci®c spatial frequencies and orientations, which relate to contour

integration. In this example, attention seems able to in¯uence segmentation

processes, rather than the in¯uence being only in the reverse direction. Nevertheless,

various further questions from the literature on `object-based' visual attention still

arise, even for this situation. For instance, is the effect of attending to one pair of

¯ankers rather than the other (upon central target thresholds) only found when the

secondary task for these relevant ¯ankers concerns their spatial alignment (as in the

vernier task, which may have encouraged a speci®cally spatial strategy of judging
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the virtual contour formed by central target and collinear ¯ankers together; see Fig.

9)? Or is it still found even when observers judge entirely non-spatial properties for

the relevant ¯ankers? The latter outcome might be predicted by some `object-based'

accounts of attention (e.g. Duncan, 1984), which propose that whenever one prop-

erty of an item is judged, all of its other properties (e.g. spatial frequency and

orientation) may also be extracted.

13. Mutual constraints between segmentation and attention

We hope the studies we have described illustrate that attentional issues can

provoke new questions about visual segmentation, and vice-versa. Our description

may also have illustrated the intimate but vexing relation with phenomenology

which characterizes much research on perception and attention. Phenomenology

provides a useful starting point for many questions, and is also part of what must

be explained, yet it is clearly inadequate for resolving many of the questions that an

attentional perspective raises. This is not only because of the spotted-pink-elephant

methodological problem, but also because our phenomenal visual experience repre-

sents only some aspects of the underlying visual processing. Indeed, the study of

attention is largely motivated by the selective nature of perceptual awareness.

As noted earlier, much of the evidence we have described (e.g. on grouping under

inattention, visual search in relation to modal versus amodal completion, and the

differential effects of these forms of completion on distractor interference, or on

cueing effects) is broadly consistent with the traditional story that many segmenta-

tion processes constrain attentional selectivity (e.g. Driver & Baylis, 1998; Duncan,

1984; Neisser, 1967). Our results suggest that such segmentation processes can

include cases as sophisticated as modal or amodal completion, and incorporate

constraints as subtle as the Metelli rule, concerning the optics of transparent

surfaces. On the other hand, the ®nal study described here (on detection of Gabor

patches) indicates that some aspects of attention (here, the task-relevance of one pair

of ¯ankers versus the other) can modulate very early segmentation processes

(perhaps even the very ®rst cortical stage of image segmentation).

If approached within the conventional preattentive/attentive dichotomy, this

combination of results (i.e. cases where segmentation in¯uences attention, but

also cases of the reverse) would seem paradoxical. However, this seeming paradox

only arises because the conventional preattentive/attentive view assumes a strictly

serial succession of (just two!) distinct stages. It is now well known that human

vision incorporates many more than just two levels of processing, and that back

projections are at least as numerous as forward projections. Moreover, as we have

emphasized, attention is best thought of as an umbrella-term for several selective

processes, not as a single process with a single modulatory in¯uence. In any case,

`interactive activation' models, incorporating back projections, have long been able

to resolve apparent paradoxes of the kind raised here, whereby seemingly `later'

processes can in¯uence apparently `early' processes (e.g. McClelland & Rumelhart,
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1986). We would suggest that the relation between various forms of segmentation,

and of attention, has this mutually constraining nature.

The phenomenology of many grouping displays is also consistent with such

mutual in¯uences, whereby segmentation can constrain selective attention, but the

reverse in¯uence is also possible. While grouping can certainly restrict which units

you can pick out subjectively, you can also modulate subjective grouping at will to

some extent in many grouping displays, especially when the stimulus factors are

relatively subtle. Finally, the burgeoning neuroscience evidence also suggests that

many forms of attentional selectivity and grouping are implemented in the brain by

interactions between multiple levels of processing (e.g. Desimone & Duncan, 1995;

Driver & Frith, in press; Kastner et al., 1999), and not in the strictly feed-forward

manner envisaged by the traditional preattentive-then-attentive dichotomy.

We consider such an interactive architecture to be a plausible explanation for the

mutual constraints between segmentation and attention. However, some of the

apparent con¯icts in attention research may arise for other reasons. For instance,

it has been proposed (Lavie, 1995) that one critical factor may be attentional load,

which often varies in an uncontrolled manner across different experiments, or is not

manipulated across the entire possible range (i.e. may not include situations where

attention reaches `absolute zero'; Nakayama & Josephs, 1998). We are sympathetic

to this general point, and concede that it may apply to some of the observations we

have discussed. For instance, the evidence for implicit grouping of unattended

displays, found with the method shown in Fig. 1, might subsequently be shown to

vary with the load of the central task. However, on its own, the absolute-zero point

does not satisfactorily resolve why in some cases segmentation processes can be

modulated by attention, whereas in other cases segmentation clearly constrains

attentional selectivity. The absolute-zero approach essentially claims only that

many apparently `preattentive' processes might in fact prove subject to some atten-

tional limitations if the latter were pushed far enough (e.g. Joseph et al., 1996). This

emphasizes only one direction of in¯uence (i.e. attention affecting segmentation),

saying nothing about the many cases where segmentation constrains selectivity.

14. Relation to other `object-based' notions in cognitive science

Throughout this paper, we have rarely used the term `object', despite the stated

theme of this volume. Typically, we have referred to `segmentation' or `grouping'

instead, quite intentionally. We did so because we consider `object' to be an unfor-

tunately vague and intuitive term in our particular context, which might nevertheless

be mistaken to have a highly speci®c meaning by some readers. In our view, most

(perhaps all) of the literature on `object-based' attention is in fact concerned with

how segmentation processes constrain attentional processes, and vice-versa (see also

Driver, 1999, for a similar account of the extensive neuropsychological literature on

so-called `object-centred neglect'). We did not have space to describe all the varia-

tions on the object-based attention theme here (see Scholl, 2001, for review). For

instance, some of this literature is concerned with how segmentation into distinct
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feature-bundles may unfold or be maintained over time in dynamic displays (e.g.

Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Scholl, Pylyshyn,

& Feldman, 2001). Other papers are concerned with how different dimensions (e.g.

colour and shape) may be bound together at a particular location to construct multi-

dimensional objects (e.g. Luck & Vogel, 1997; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). But in

our view, these are all variations on a more general question concerning the relation

between attention and segmentation (which pieces of information should be bound

together, be this over space or over time).

Despite our present reluctance to use the term `object', it seems clear that a major

role of segmentation processes is to distinguish between those parts of the sensory

input that are heuristically likely, on the basis of segmentation factors, to correspond

to distinct objects (or separate image sources) in the real world, thus constituting

`proto-objects'. As described above (and more extensively by Driver & Baylis,

1998), image segmentation often constrains our ability to attend selectively, so

that we may tend to select all or most of one `proto-object', even when we try to

select just part of it (as in our study (Davis & Driver, 1997) of distraction in the

context of modal versus amodal completion; see Fig. 7). Similarly, image segmen-

tation can constrain what we may ef®ciently search for. For example, the search

studies of modal and amodal completion suggest that we cannot obtain direct access

to the retinal shape of stimuli, as completion processes operate to some extent even

against our will, yielding proto-objects which go beyond the various shapes in the

retinal mosaic.

Such proto-objects produced by the various image segmentation processes may

often be more primitive than the conceptual objects, or real-world objects, which we

discuss verbally in daily life. As the term `mid-level' vision implies, they typically

re¯ect bundles of visual information which are packaged on the basis of properties

that go beyond raw image statistics (or primitive `features'), yet which fall short of

conceptually recognized entities. Nevertheless, they may bear a fairly close corre-

spondence to the distinction between separate visual `objects' which we experience

phenomenally (as for the modally-completed ellipse with its ®lled-in colour that is

cartooned in Fig. 7B versus the white bar which it appears to occlude). Moreover,

the proto-objects produced by image segmentation processes, and the constraints

they impose on various attentional processes, may provide an essential precursor for

learning more conceptual distinctions between separate types of objects, as in the

developing child (e.g. see Carey & Xu, 2001).

Despite these possible links to other object-based concepts in cognitive science,

we still prefer to refer to the processes we have studied in terms of image segmenta-

tion rather than `objects', as we think this encourages the right way of thinking about

them. It leads to questions about the various visual processes which construct the

effective `proto-objects', rather than simply assuming separate objects as givens. In

this respect, we think that the various manifestos proclaiming visual attention to be

`object-based' (see Scholl, 2001, for review) may now have served their useful

purpose. They have focused research on the perceptual units which attentional

processes operate upon, and thus moved attention research beyond the simplistic

spatial spotlight metaphors which dominated much previous work, to trigger new
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questions about segmentation and binding. We think that further progress in visual

attention research will now stem from examining speci®c visual processes, such as

particular forms of segmentation, in more detail. Many such segmentation processes

have already been well characterized in previous vision research (as for lateral

interactions between Gabor patches, or modal versus amodal completion), but

with little previous consideration of attentional issues. We hope to have illustrated

here that perception research and attention research can be complementary on such

issues, with the two previously separate research traditions being strengthened when

combined.
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